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INTRODUCTION
2024 is the year that Source +
the Galactics have decreed to
be the year of accelerated
ascension events. 

We are reaching the tipping
point of the mass awakening
and beginning of the transition to
New Earth. We are all the
Ascension Ground Crew Team ! 

We are all stepping into our
Roles this year that our Higher
Self has contracted for. 

VISION MISSION

For all of the Ground Crew
Members to begin their
new roles/missions, and to
come together in unity for
this global operation.

Our mission is to be the
greatest and grandest
version of ourselves, and
to utilize our gifts + skills
for the highest good of all.



PROJECT
OBJECTIVES

UNITY 

RAISE GLOBAL FREQUENCY

ASSIST MOTHER EARTH

BRIDGE HEAVEN + EARTH

ACCELERATE ASCENSION

Our mission as the Ground Crew for this Ascension process
is to come together in unity, with all of our individual and
unique gifts, skills + essences. Our goal is to accelerate the
Ascension Events of 2024 by taking our power back,
assisting to raise the frequency of the collective
consciousness, assist Mother Earth/Humanity in their
healing, and to support the Divine Intervention taking place
to eradicate all Dark Forces from our planet.



WHITE HATS
ROLES/PURPOSE

All beings who currently have roles/jobs within the
3D systems and structures, you may in fact have the

role of the White Hat. 

Working inside of the systems and structures allows
you the opportunity to transform them from the inside

out. If you are currently stationed in one of these
roles, connect with your Higher Self and Angels to

ask what your highest service is within this role. 

When we shine our light into spaces that are dark,
we have an impact on that system, industry and all

beings within them. 

For each of you, it is important to practice self-love
while in these spaces to ensure your highest good is
being supported. Use your voice, your light, and your

innate power to be the change you wish to see.



ACTIVISTS
ROLES/PURPOSE

All beings who feel called to be ground activists
and/or community organizers, you have the role of

the activist. 

Activists can assist in many ways:
-If you are passionate about a particular topic or area

of this ascension, you may feel called to share
wisdom and information with others.

-If you are guided to participate in things like
protests, boycotts, or any form of group activism, use

your voice and stay in the heart while creating
momentum for change. 

-If you are guided to begin community projects or
community organizing, talk to your neighbors and

your community members to come together to
create solutions or ideas to best assist your fellow

humanity in your area. 

The key role of the activist, is to be the ACTIVATOR.
There is no longer any need for violence or
aggression, but simply the power of love. 



TRUTH SPEAKERS
ROLES/PURPOSE

All beings who feel called to a role of communication
in sharing truth, research, + information on energetic

and global ascension events via social media or
other platforms.

The truth speakers carry an important role, as we
are living in the era of mass censorship and partial

truths. If there is information, topics, or personal
experiences that you feel passionate about sharing

with the world, utilize your voice! 

Many tend to avoid social media or certain platforms,
however, when we withdraw our light from certain

spaces, those spaces are no longer filled with truth. 

Use whatever social media or media platform you
resonate most with, and share your authentic truth!

You can also assist by sharing any information
provided by other ground crew members that would

benefit Humanity.



GRIDWORKERS
ROLES/PURPOSE

Those who feel called to be working with grids and
leylines to clear + activate energies can take up

various roles:
Physical Gridworking: In your local area you may be
guided to certain locations to perform ceremonies,
prayers, or meditations to assist in clearing these

places + activating their grids. 

Leyline Workers: If you live on or near a leyline you
can assist with performing ceremonies, prayers and

meditations for the clearing of these leylines.

Remote Workers: If you feel called to do remote grid
or leyline work, follow guidance as to the area of the
world you wish to focus on, and through meditation
and visualization, you can assist with clearing these

areas.

Energy Gridworkers: If you feel guided to work with
energetic grids, you may connect with the

abundance grids or crystalline grids.



HEALERS
ROLES/PURPOSE

Those who feel called to assist with the physical,
emotional, or mental healing of Humanity, it is most

important that you are practicing self-love, EGO
death work, and energetic boundaries. 

Humanity will require alot of assistance in their
healing process, but they also must learn how to
heal themselves and practice sovereignty. Share

your gifts and skills with the world + also assist with
teaching other healers and humanity how to practice

their own self-healing. 

 Connect with your Higher Self and Angels, and ask
to receive any new codes or information that can

assist with healing Humanity.

Modalities that can be utilized:
-Human Design/I Ching/Gene Keys

-Astrology
-Western or Holistic Healing Modalities

-Metaphysics



GUIDES/MENTORS
ROLES/PURPOSE

Those who feel called to act as guides and mentors
ffor the various waves of awakeners will be needed

in the coming year. 

It is important for all in this role to be practicing self-
love, EGO death work, and Higher Self Embodiment

work. 

The Role of Guiding/Mentoring:
-the goal is to always assist the other being in

coming into their own sovereignty, trusting their own
guidance and intuition

-only guide/mentor on topics or areas that you have
mastered or have in experience in 

-practice holding space for those you guide, while
not absorbing any of their lower emotions, fears, or

thoughts
-avoid telling others what they “should” do, and

instead guide them to finding their own solutions



CO-CREATORS
ROLES/PURPOSE

Those who feel called to co-create new ideas,
projects, 5D businesses, and 5D products for

Humanity will be the ones who assist in creating the
New Paradigm. 

Whether you are creating art, 5D media (books,
script writing, etc) products, businesses, or project
ideas, the key is to ensure you are mastering your

own energy in the process. Everything that we
create is infused with our energy. Utilize the self-love

practices to ensure that you stay grounded,
centered, and in the heart while you are co-creating. 

All co-creators are paving the path for the new ways
of abundance, energy exchange, and 5D creation.
Stay authentic to who you are and to your original

intent with your creations. 

Support other co-creators and establish new
networks.



ENERGY WORKERS
ROLES/PURPOSE

Those who feel called to perform energy work for the
various needs of Humanity + the Ascension process

can work on different levels depending on the
advancement of each soul. 

Energy Work Needed:
-EGO Death Work 

-Global Ceremony Workers
-Energy Warriors (for those who are experienced

and feel comfortable doing work such as clearing of
dark energies on the planet, bilocation, remote

viewing, etc.)
-Channelers (those who are experienced and have
established clear channels to the etheric realm to

bring in information/energy updates for the
collective)

-DNA Activators (for those who are experienced 
with the activation of dormant DNA)



ELEMENTAL WORKERS
ROLES/PURPOSE

Those who feel called to work with the various
elementals including crystals, animal kingdom, inner

earth realm, fairys, dragons, dolphins, whales,
mermaids, etc. 

The elementals are very activated currently and are
assisting us all with clearing density and toxins from

our vessels and from the Earth. 

Elemental Work:
-Crystals (if you work well with crystals, utilize them
for clearing your space, area, + reheart to cleanse

them regularly. You may also connect to crystals all
over the world to activate and clear areas remotely)

-Animal Kingdom (if you have a connection to certain
animal spirits, connect with them for messages and

assistance with healing/clearing)
-Elemental Realms (if you resonate with elementals

such as the Dragons or Fairys/gnomes, etc., connect
with them for messages and assistance with

clearing).



GALACTIC AMBASSADORS
ROLES/PURPOSE

Those who feel a strong connection to the Galactics
and/or specific Galactic Races who are here to serve
as ambassadors for the receiving, transmitting and

channeling of information. 

The most important work is personal EGO death
work and clearing your physical, emotional, and
mental bodies to provide a clear channel. Non-

attachment to information is key. Relaying
information back up to the Galactics from the ground

is also important for research purposes.

Ambassador Roles:
-GFOL

-Pleiadians 
-Arcturians

-Lyrians
-Syrians

-Andromedans
-Orions



TRANSMUTERS
ROLES/PURPOSE

Those who feel called to assist in the transmuting,
clearing and activating of energy in their areas or

around the world are called to assist with
transmuting energy.

As a transmuter, you are acting as human crystal by
absorbing energy, processing it and transmuting it

for your immediate environment, area, and
collective. 

Your most important tools are your self-love
practices, as well as physical healing practices.

Processing and emotional regulation is key. You can
also do ceremonies to assist with the transmuting

process. 

Tools:
-Cutting Chords

-Utilizing the Violet Flame
-Utilizing the Rainbow Bubble



VIBRATION HOLDERS
ROLES/PURPOSE

Those who feel called to hold the higher vibrations
as vibration holders to assist with stabalizing the

collective consciousness can do so through
processing work and meditation work. 

The key for the vibration holders is to become
familiar with the Vibrational Scale of Consciousness.

Utilizing self-love practices and Higher Self
embodiment practices will assist you in holding and

stabalizing in the higher vibrations. 

You may feel called to different locations or areas to
assist with this stabalizing, or you may stay at your

home base. 

Use your self-love tools and practices to help you
process all emotions without suppressing or avoiding
them, allowing them to release, and then returning to
the heart. You may also feel called to perform global

meditations to help stabalize during planetary
events.



5D TECH CREATORS
ROLES/PURPOSE

Those who feel called to create and innovate 5D
technology to assist Humanity during the transition
into Quantum technology will be the pioneers in this

industry. 

If you are working with creating or innovating 5D
technology, it is important to be grounding and

staying centered during the creation and
experimenting process. We are simply remembering

things we have already done!

Share your ideas, innovations, experiments and
findings with those who resonate.

5D Technology Industries:
-Electroculture 

-Plasma Technology
-Frequency Healing

-Sound Healing
-Water healing 



ASTROLOGY COUNCIL
ROLES/PURPOSE

Those who are guided and/or experienced in
working with astrology, planetary transits, and the
cosmos can act as cosmic ambassadors to the

stars. 

The cosmos, including all of the planets,
constellations, and galactic points, are all providing
assistance to Humanity for this Ascension process.

The more we are actively connecting to these
cosmic beings, the more assistance we receive. 

We are also in the process of shedding the old
archetypes of astrology and anchoring in the higher

archetypes of the planets, signs and cosmos. By
connecting to each planet/sign/galactic points, we

are able to receive information that brings
awareness to Humanity. 
-Planetary Transit Work 

-Astrology Archetypes Work 
-Asteroid + Galactic Point Work



CONCLUSION
No matter what stage of the
journey you are on, we are all
important for the overall
mission of Ascension! 

No matter how advanced one
may be, we all must practice
self-love, EGO death work, +
Higher Self embodiment
work.

We are remembering who we
ttruly are, and stepping into our
God Selves. Believe in
yourselves + follow you heart.



THANK
YOU!

5DFULLDISCLOSURE.ORG
-Guides (Library Tab)
-Videos (5D University tab)
-Podcasts (Podcast tab)
-New Earth Transitionary Government guides
(Projects Tab) 
-Sessions + Classes

TELEGRAM CHANNELS
-New Earth News: https://t.me/QNewEarth17
-Galactic Ground Crew Group 
Chat: https://t.me/+jkiiQBJjq7ozN2Ix

RESOURCES TO UTILIZE: 


